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Letter of the guest editors of the special issue on “Music as a Multimodal Experience”
Renee Timmers, The University of Sheffield
Roni Y. Granot, The Hewbrew University of Jerusalem
It is our pleasure to introduce a collection of papers brought together under the
heading of “Music as a Multimodal Experience.” This issue aims to bring to the
foreground recent developments in our understanding of music as a multimodal
experience. Music listening generally concerns multiple modalities in the sense that
other modalities than hearing are simultaneously present and influence how we
perceive and engage with music. This multimodality includes visual aspects of music
production or multimedia presentations of music, tactile experiences of frequency,
intensity, and rhythm, kinematic responses to music, and so forth. However, even if
we isolate the presentation mode of music to auditory, multiple sense-modalities are
nevertheless involved in the perception of music, activated through cross-modal
correspondences or cross-modal associations.
To investigate the role of these cross-modal correspondences in the perception and
cognition of music, a British Academy-funded network was established between
researchers at The University of Sheffield, United Kingdom, Tel Aviv University,
Israel, and The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, also in Israel. A number of research
projects were initiated within this network, one of which is reported in this special
issue (contribution by Timmers & Li).Additionally, the network organized the
International Conference on the Multimodal Experience of Music, which was held
March 23–25, 2015, at The University of Sheffield, United Kingdom. The papers
brought together in this special issue provide a small, but relevant, cross-division of
the wide ranging studies and topics presented at the conference (for further reading,
see the ICMEM Proceedings)1.
Firstly, Walker contextualizes research on cross-modal associations with musical
parameters within a broader theoretical framework of cross-sensory correspondences.
This is followed by four studies that investigate cross-modal associations that may
occur while listening to music. The contribution by Miller explores the presence of
pitch-related kinesthetic vocal sensations during music listening (i.e., in the vocal
tract, ears, eustachian tubes), examining the hypothesis that auditory and vocal
processes share peripheral substrates. The study by Metcalfe investigates the
relationship between musical attributes (tempo, intensity, and jitter in periodicity) and
spontaneous adaptations in walking when listening to the music. It suggests an
integrative model in which both arousal and rhythmic entrainment interact in
modulating walking speed. Timmers and Li investigate factors contributing to a crossmodally induced perceptual illusion: The perception of the horizontal location of brief
sounds is influenced by the pitch of the sound. An illusion of high sounds coming
from the right and low sounds coming from the left is stronger for participants with
higher levels of musical training. It is also stronger for pianist than for flutists,
however, only after performing their respective instrument. Isben and Krumhansl
explore the possible mediating role of the perception of emotion in music for music–
1

The conference proceedings can be found at
http://www.hrionline.ac.uk/openbook/book/ICMEM2015

color associations. They present clear analogies between attributed emotions to colors,
attributed emotions to music, and attributed colors to music, which is further
supported by predicting music–color associations based on color– emotion mappings.
The second set of studies presented in the issue examine the contribution of different
modalities to the perception of music presented in a unimodal versus a multimodal
fashion. Slater and Marozeau investigate whether the addition of tactile cues can
facilitate the segregation of a melody within a context in which two melodies are
interleaved and (without assistance for selective attention) perceptually integrated.
The studies by Shoda and Adachi and by Vuoskoski and colleagues both present
perceptual assessments of piano performances by an expert pianist presented in
auditory only, visual only, and audio–visual conditions. Both studies demonstrate the
relatively strong contribution of the auditory information for the evaluation of
expressive content. Shoda and Adachi examined the communication of degree of
expressiveness (deadpan, artistic, exaggerated) for which visual information was
crucial. In contrast, auditory presentation of the performances was required for
communication of subtle expressive intentions.The contribution by Vuoskoski and
colleagues complements this study by examining the degree to which listeners found
a performance emotionally moving, an assessment that was corroborated by
measuring skin conductance. In contrast to their hypotheses, adding visual
information of the performance decreased its emotional effect.
These two sets of articles are complemented by two shorter contributions that situate
the research into a broader context. The first of these by Godinho explores an
application of cross-modal research in an educational setting by examining the
effectiveness of miming along with music for the familiarization with and memory of
music in primary school-age children. Finally, Lipscomb presents a review of
Haverkamp’s “Synesthetic Design: Handbook for a Multisensory Approach” that
explores the relevance and implications of cross-modal research for contemporary
product designs.
The papers provide insight into several developments within this area of research. As
Walker summarizes, psychological investigations have improved our understanding
of the perceptual basis of cross-modal correspondences considerably. Attention is
now shifting toward manifestations of correspondences in more complex and
naturalistic contexts, such as music–color associations, or multimodal presentations of
music, which give rise to new questions related to for example, the roles of musical
experience and expertise, emotional engagement, and how multimodal presentations
of music may assist hearing. The abundance of cross-modal associations is striking
including tactile, kinesthetic, and visual modalities in various ways, as is their
influence on music perception. Taking into account these multiple modalities provides
a more holistic perspective on the perception of music, improving transferability to
real-life listening experiences.
We are grateful to Annabel Cohen, Dave Roddy, and Régine Kolinsky as well as all
participating authors and anonymous reviewers for their help in realizing this special
issue. Furthermore, we would like to express our thanks to colleagues Zohar Eitan and
Nicola Dibben, who have been fundamental to the realization of the network and the
conference.

